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Details of Visit:

Author: Bobin About
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 19 Dec 2015 12:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

The well-known 'round the back of Staples', I have to say I think it's a lot more discrete than the
busy shopping centre places. Always a clean and upmarket environment.

The Lady:

Imogen is a reasonably tall and slender girl, esp in her heels! Long legs leading to a pert little
bottom, petite but perky breasts with very dark nipples that respond to attention nicely. Ignore the
two pics on her MKE profile, whilst they are her and give some idea of her body shape, they really
do nothing for her.

Imogen has her own twitter feed where she posts some super selfies including her unblurred face,
which I think is her nicest feature. If I had to describe her in one word, it would be cute.

The Story:

I'd seen Imogen's profile on MKE for some weeks and was for some reason drawn to it - perhaps I
just like a fully dressed girl... Anyway, two things happened to make me decide today was the day -
Imogen was Advent girl and she opened the Twitter account as I mentioned above, starting it with
about a dozen photos.

It's quite a while since I ventured into unknown or at least unreported territory so it was with a little
trepidation I waited for her to join me in the room... Luckily my fears were unfounded as a pretty
young thing came through the door wearing a nurses outfit and white stockings - the latter of which I
was pleased to find matched her bra and thong.

A hello kiss and cuddle, paperwork out of the way and I was free to explore her body. More kissing,
open lips and some tongue touching which became more passionate as things progressed whilst I
unzipped the front of her dress pausing to feel her boobs. Once her dress was off I enjoyed looking
at her in those almost bridal undies whilst continuing to pet her boobs and bum. Soon both of us
were naked,so we retired to the bed and after more snogging and mutual masturbation we moved
to 69 which felt wonderful. As she's not a CiM girl (shame...) she finished me off with her hand
whilst our tongues were in each others mouths.
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Imogen gave me a warm and sweet GFE, she's the girl next door you always lusted over rather
than a porn star, although some of her tweets hint at a naughtier side... I'm looking forward to
exploring it.
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